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ABSTRACT
Software developers spent 20% of their time on information seeking
on Stack Overflow, YouTube or an API reference documentation.
Software developers can search within Stack Overflow for duplicates or similar posts. They can also take a look on software development documentations that have similar and additional information
included as a Stack Overflow post or a development screencast
in order to get new inspirations on how to solve their current development problem. The linkage of same and different types of
software development documentation might safe time to evolve
new software solutions and might increase the productivity of the
developer’s work day. In this paper we will discuss our approach
to get a broader understanding of different similarity types (exact,
similar and maybe) within and between software documentation as
well as an understanding of how different software documentations
can be extended.
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• Information systems → Content analysis and feature selection; Similarity measures; Document filtering; Clustering
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Software and its engineering → Reusability; Documentation;
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embedded media files that are created and maintained by the software community active on websites as Stack Overflow, 1 Eclipse
Bugzilla 2 or YouTube 3 [4, 8, 29, 38]. Software developers create
over 3,000 4 software documents [3, 11] of a software documentation as development posts every day. This might lead to software
development documents that can be similar to each other by their
characteristics or knowledge included. The software documents
might be synthetically or even semantically similar to each other
as code clones [21] are and can be distinguished into different similarity types such as duplicate, similar or maybe similar.
The software community is often unsure how and when to declare a software document as similar. For example the Stack Overflow community [1, 2] discusses when a Q&A can be considered
as a duplicate and when it’s a usual post. This uncertainty might
lead to a point where similar software documents will be deleted
which can be very useful for software developers [8]. To understand
the similarity of software documents there is a need of empirical
studies such as a content analysis, interviews or other empirical
methods [22, 30].
Software developers spent 20% of their time on searching for
information [20, 36] on websites as Stack Overflow or others. They
take a look on similar software documentations that include similar
and additional information as an API reference document and/or
Stack Overflow post to get new inspirations on how to solve their
current development problem. The linkage of different types of
documentations might safe time to evolve new software solutions
and might increase the productivity of the developer’s work day
[25].
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we will describe the research problem and the challenges we will
face during the thesis. In Section 3 we will describe our research
method and procedure to solve the research problem. In Section 4
we will report on the current results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2
1

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND CHALLENGES

The existence of similar software documents within a software
documentation is a commonly known problem in the domain of
software engineering [4, 8]. In the meantime, the software community is often unsure how to handle and evaluate similar software
documents [2, 7] in Stack Overflow (SO) because of missing evaluation criteria and the complexity of understanding the characteristics
of similar software development documents. Also other researchers
as Roy et al. [34] try to find similar software artifacts as code clones
distinguishing them into different types of similarities.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays developers do not only use documentations such as
wikis, project work logs [26] or API reference documentations [27]
to develop software. Developers also use documentations and their
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1 https://stackoverflow.com
2 https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/
3 https://www.youtube.com
4 https://api.stackexchange.com/2.2/info?site=stackoverflow
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Table 1: Software development documentations and their information entities.
Software Documentation
Posts
Tasks
Screencasts

Information Entities
Question, Description, Tags, Answer
Summary, Description, Context, Meta-data as product name
Summary, Description, Transcript, Video Content

Figure 1: Similarity types.

Developers use different information resources to develop software [23]. Every software document of a software documentation
contains different information entities as a question, an instruction
or even a sequence of statements. Software documents of software
documentations can contain different information types as text,
code, images, audio or videos that can be useful to perform a certain development task which can actually extend each other in
order to reduce their time seeking for information [20, 36].
Software development documentation is created to support development activities in a certain development context [17, 24, 28].
We are studying software development documentations that were
created and/or maintained by software communities active in Stack
Overflow, in Eclipse Bugzilla and on YouTube. We will study and
report on the similarity as well as on the dissimilarity of development posts, development tasks and development screencasts that
contain different information entities (see Table 1) and report on
our research approach to study three types of similarities: duplicate,
similar and maybe similar. Finally, we will inquire how different
software development documentations can be assigned to the three
types of similarities and enriched by each other.
In this thesis we will distinguish between three different types of
similarities (see Figure 1) in three software development documentations. In the first type, we evaluate when software development
documents are exactly similar to each other. We call those software
documents duplicates. A duplicate exists if the pre-dominant characteristics of software development documents are the same. This
can also be the case if the question is the same but the answers
and steps to perform them slightly differ. When documents can
be enriched by each other we call them similar software development documents. A similar software document can enrich another
software document maybe because it covers the same topic. For
instance a post in Stack Overflow as "how to change the UI color"
might be extended by another post which is called "how to add
UI components" that does not discuss the same problem. A maybe
similar software document can indirectly be associated with another document e.g. when similar actions were taken to perform a
development task in different programming languages.

3 RESEARCH METHOD
3.1 Research procedure
In our research we conduct a content analysis [22] to reach a
better understanding within and between similar software documentation based on content as text, links or multimedia files. We
download posts from Stack Overflow, 5 development tasks from

Eclipse Bugzilla 6 and development screencasts from YouTube 7 ,
pre-process them and study the characteristics as well as their syntactical and semantical similarity [4, 13, 18, 31]. To get a better
understanding how developers evaluate similar development tasks
we conducted interviews with computer science students [25].

3.2

Research Data

A software development documentation is a set of documents in
which developers provide information for software development.
The software development document can contain different information entities such as a question, a summary of a task or a video
(see Table 1). The information entities can contain different types of
information as a text, a code or links to other software documents.
Software development documentations can enrich each other by
their different information types as a task which has a specific
task description and can be enriched by a video that provides a
step-by-step instruction [29] on how to perform the development
task.
We exclude code-clones [34] in our analysis because we want
to understand the different types of similarities of similar software
development documentations. Therefore we only consider text,
links and/or the developers’ expertise [5, 6]. We will also not focus
API reference documentation [27] because the main information
in this software documentation is code. We also exclude Tutorials
from our analysis because we only focus on informations which
are not spread over pages [37].

3.3

Characteristic Analysis

In the characteristic analysis we extract the information entities
of a software development documentation and study the different
types of information such as text or the context information [19]
in software development tasks. In the analysis we consider the text
and calculate different metrics as e.g. the number of characters.
We also extract the links as well as topics which were mentioned
trying to assign them to different types of similarity. Along with
this we also analyze the community interaction in similar software
documents. For example, we consider the number of views and the
reputation of the developers taking into consideration the activity of
the community (answering time, deletion time etc.). In this analysis
we will show what characteristics are pre-dominant in order to
declare software development documents as exact, similar or maybe
similar.

6 https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aChK4W406vg

5 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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Syntactical Analysis

In the syntactical analysis we study the syntactical similarity within
software development documentations. To evaluate the syntactical similarity we use the Jaccard [18] algorithm and report on the
syntactical differences as word differences. Based on the syntactical analysis we can report on syntactical factors when software
documents can be considered as exact, similar and maybe similar
software development documents. We also consider using Wordnet
8 which helps to find synonyms of words to understand syntactical
similarities by using their synonyms.

3.5

Classification & Prediction Analysis

After having studied the characteristics, syntactical and semantical
similarity we try to automatically classify and predict software
development documents for the three types of similarities. For
the classification and prediction we use probability methods as
decision trees [4, 14, 39] and/or learning algorithms as a Naïve
Bayes algorithm [9]. To evaluate the classification and prediction
we use usual recommendation metrics as precision and recall [33].

3.7

• Exact or similar posts receive a higher interest and get answered faster than usual posts independently from their
types.
• Exact or similar posts include rather general background
knowledge while unique posts include specific knowledge.
• Developers who post an exact or similar post have a lower
reputation score and might be less experienced with Stack
Overflow or in the topic of interest.
• The originals of an exact post seem to get more answers,
longer answer text, and more links than the originals of
similar duplicates.
• Topics in exact and similar posts are different. Exact posts
discuss basic operations whereas similar posts discuss more
complex, open questions.

Semantical Analysis

In the semantical analysis between software development documents we study how information entities are semantically similar
to each other. The semantic comparison between documents is
only possible by using already existing software documents. The
information entities of a software document are compared with the
information entities of another document. To make a semantical
comparison between software development documents we use the
LSI algorithm [15]. There are also other algorithms as word-to-vect
9 using neural networks to find similar concepts.

3.6

duplicates) that were defined by the community. We also build a
database with 72,399 unique posts that are not included in the data
set and reported on the differences compared to similar software
development documents. Our findings are the followings in respect
to the characteristics of exact and similar software posts:

4.2

In this study we show how developers (computer science students)
identify similar tasks as similar and evaluate how they order them
based on their similarity (see also Maalej et al. [25]). To evaluate the
interpretation of the similar tasks we handed out a questionnaire
to 127 students. We had a 84 % response rate. More than half of
the ranks exactly match with the expected positions. We could
summarize the findings as follows.
• Functionality & architecture indicate task similarity. Students often compared tasks on a conceptual level, relating
the design, architecture, or workflow of the desired solution.
• Different technologies let tasks appear dissimilar. Participants claimed that if the technologies (e.g., framework or
programming language) involved in the tasks are different,
both tasks were considered as completely dissimilar.
• Participants think about tools instead of artifacts. Participants compared tasks based on the tools that were used,
but rarely referred to concrete artifacts created, modified, or
managed with those tools.
• Participants think about artifact types instead of artifact
instances. Instead of explaining differences between tasks
based on concrete artifacts (e.g., index.html, main.css, or Message.java), 18 participants rather see the differences based
on the artifact types (HTML, CSS, or Java documents).

Extension Analysis

We will study how software development documentations can extend each other. Every software development document contains
different pieces of information entities as e.g. a question, a task
summary or a video content. For example, we will show how a
development task can be linked with an answer or a question that
might be needed to perform the development task. We therefore use
similarity measures as the Jaccard or LSI to find a lexical connection
between both.

4

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In the further proceedings we report on findings of analyzing exact and similar posts in Stack Overflow. Then we will show how
computer science students evaluate similar software development
tasks in general [25]. Finally, we will report on which topics can be
found in general for software development screencasts [16].

4.1

Posts in Stack Overflow

In total, the dump - a MangoDB database - included 93.8 GB of with
7,214,697 posts posted between July 2008 and May 2014. Our data
set includes 69,563 exact post pairs (48,480 originals and 64,562 duplicates) and 43,756 similar post pairs (32,021 originals and 41,290

Development Tasks

4.3

Development Screencasts on YouTube

We focused on development tasks performed using the Java programming language. In particular, we searched for “how-to” development screencasts10 on YouTube using the search string “Java +
How to”. Our data set includes 431 Java development screencasts.
We used the Python toolkit pyLDAvis [12, 32, 35] to identify the
topics. Using this toolkit, it is possible to visualize different software
development topics and to cluster them according to a varying number of LDA topics [10, 35]. Table 2 shows the overall summary of the

8 https://wordnet.princeton.edu
10 How-tos

9 https://github.com/dav/word2vec
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topics. As we can see here, there are two similar topics discussed in
screencasts as database operations in Java and database operations
in Android. This might indicate that they might be similar or at
least maybe similar software development documents in YouTube.

[15]

Table 2: Topics of Java screencasts.

[16]

Topic label

[14]

[17]

Most relevant terms

6 Topics of development screencasts (analysis of the titles)
Database operation with Java
Database operation with Android
System set-up
Plug-in development
Game development
Testing

[18]

netbean, database, create, mysql
class, table, key, android
run, make, Window, JDK
connect, jframe, constructor, jbutton
game, develop, object, implement
selenium, use, program, file, write, learn

[19]
[20]
[21]

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described our research method of studying
three types of similarities in three types of software development
documentations. We could show that there is a difference between
exact and duplicate posts e.g. by their linked documents or topics
discussed. We could also show that development tasks appear similar because of the used software architecture or the used technology.
We could also find indicators that development screencasts might
be similar at least in some part because of similar tasks performed.
Further work is needed to understand similarities in software development documentations as well as how to classify, predict and
extend them.

[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
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